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Mini Thunder has a simple plan. We want to bring back the former glory of
the golden BSC days by building absolute trust in the project and a good
vibes-only community.

The team consists of two main core members, a professional developer in
his day-to-day life and a marketing/sales executive. Together we make a
transparent and skilled team, and we have been live on our video chat
daily, showing our faces, answering questions, and vibing.
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Mini Thunder will be a huge buyback and burn token with a lot of room for
huge marketing pushes. Our buyback (Mjolnir) will be used as a tool to
create FOMO at significant events, like when we fast-track CG and CMC.

We have Vaults of Valhalla, a casino ecosystem planned for launch, with
our first casino game going live at launch and many more to come through
the first weeks.

We also have a NFT lottery where we airdrop a random holder an
exclusive NFT every time we get an additional 1000 holders.
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BUYBACK - 6% of every buy and 10% of every
sell goes into our buyback system Mjolnir for
manual and automatic buybacks.

MARKETING - 4% from every buy and 6% from
every sell goes into the marketing wallet for
huge marketing pushes.

LIQUIDITY - 4% of every buy and sell goes into
the liquidity to keep the chart healthy and stable
to lower volatility.
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At launch, you will be able to try your luck to win great treasures in the
Vaults of Valhalla! 

The Vaults will be a gaming ecosystem that interacts with the contract,
and we have 5 games ready to go at launch and in the first few weeks.

Each time Mini Thunder gains an extra 1,000 holders, a random holder will
be airdropped an exclusive NFT!

All you have to do is hold Mini Thunder and you might get a free NFT.



- Presale
- Cms top spot
- Poocoin Ads
- PCS Listing
- First Vaults of
  Valhalla game live
- Twitter Influencers
- Dextools Trending
- CG and CMC

LAUNCH/PHASE 1 PHASE 2
UNLOCKS AT
2,500 HOLDERS

PHASE 3
UNLOCKS AT
7,500 HOLDERS

PHASE 5
UNLOCKS AT
25,000 HOLDERS

PHASE 6
UNLOCKS AT
50,000 HOLDERS

PHASE 4
UNLOCKS AT
15,000 HOLDERS
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WEBSITE: WWW.MINITHUNDER.IO

TWITTER: @MINITHUNDERBSC

TELEGRAM: T.ME/MINITHUNDERBSC
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